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Generation of secondary waves due to intensive large-scale
AGW traveling
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Abstract

By using data from GPS receivers we detected huge-amplitude solitary large-scale traveling acoustic-gravity waves (LS AGW) which
manifested themselves as perturbations of total electron content (TEC) of duration of about 40 min. Originated in the auroral area after
significant alterations of geomagnetic field intensity during geomagnetic storms on 29–30 October 2003, LS disturbances propagated with
a velocity about 1000–1200 m/s and caused generation of secondary small-scale (SS) waves with time period of 2–10 min. Such SS struc-
ture followed the solitary intensive AGW at a distance more than 4000 km. However, we observed such phenomenon only within the
territory with high values of ‘‘vertical’’ TEC and steep gradients of TEC. Apparently, these conditions are necessary for generation
of SS waves due to propagation of LS AGW.
� 2007 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Study of gravity waves is of great scientific interest due to
their important role in the dynamics of the Earth’s atmo-
sphere. Acoustic-gravity waves manifest themselves as ion-
ospheric irregularities of different scales and can be detected
by different methods of ionosphere sounding (Francis,
1975; Hunsucker, 1982; Hocke and Schlegel, 1996).

Despite number of works devoted to study of iono-
sphere irregular structure, the question of generation of
small-scale ionosphere irregularities at mid-latitudes is still
open. It is known that for the onset of ionospheric plasma
instabilities a set of conditions are necessary as quasi-regu-
lar gradients of ionosphere plasma, electric fields and cur-
rents and heterogeneous motions of neutral particles
(Gershman et al., 1984). At mid-latitudes development of
strong gradients of electron concentration is improbable
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as well as stimulation of ionospheric currents, as compared
to the auroral and equatorial latitudes where such condi-
tions are easily implemented (Gershman et al., 1984). How-
ever, according to observations, generation of SS
ionospheric irregularities at mid-latitudes is possible during
strong geomagnetic storms when the auroral oval expands
significantly equatorward and reaches sufficiently low lati-
tudes (Afraimovich et al., 2004) or due to increasing of
plasma density and plasma gradients after enhancement
of auroral activity (Coster et al., 2001).

Besides, generation or intensification of SS irregularities
can be caused by traveling of intensive large-scale acoustic-
gravity waves in the ionosphere. In this case, the probabil-
ity of their generation depends on amplitude of large-scale
waves: the larger is the amplitude of LS AGW, the larger is
a probability of generation of SS structure (Gelberg, 1977).

During the strong geomagnetic storms on 29–30 Octo-
ber 2003 we observed generation of small-scale waves due
to propagation of huge-amplitude solitary acoustic-gravity
waves. The process giving rise to SS waves was stimulated
by high values of the background TEC gradients.
ed.
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2. Geomagnetic storms on 29–31 October 2003

After several X-class solar flares on 28 and 29 of Octo-
ber very intensive geomagnetic storms occurred on the
Earth (SSC at 06:12 UT on October, 29). The Dst index
went down to �347 nT at 23 UT on October, 29 and to
�401 nT at 23 UT on October, 30. Sharp strong changes
of horizontal component of geomagnetic field H(t) at
ground magnetometers around the Earth due to the storms
(see Figs. 1a and 2a).

To analyze ionospheric effects of the storms we used
data of GPS receivers located in North America and Wes-
tern Europe. Due to lack of data of GPS receivers located
in Asian region we were not able to make such a detailed
study of propagation of LS wave there as it was possible
for the above mentioned regions.

3. Propagation of LS waves over the territory of North

America

As one can see from Fig. 1, after sharp strong fluctua-
tions of geomagnetic field intensity the mean amplitude
Fig. 1. (a) Variations of the horizontal component of geomagnetic field
H(t) at geomagnetic observatory Ottawa on October 29–31; the mean
amplitude of TEC variations in period range 20–60 min (b) and 2–10 min
(c); (d) TEC gradient value averaged over the territory (35–55�N; 270�E);
(e) The same but for (30–50�N; 250�E).

Fig. 2. (a) Variations of the horizontal component of geomagnetic field
H(t) at geomagnetic observatory Brorfelde on October 29–31; the mean
amplitude of TEC variations in period range 20–60 min (b) and 2–10 min
(c); (d) TEC gradient value averaged over the territory (20–50�N; 0–50�E).
of TEC variations filtered in time range 20–60 min (LS
variations, panel b) and 2–10 min (SS variations, panel c)
over the territory (35–55�N; 260–280�E) increases essen-
tially (Fig. 1b, c, black lines). Later on, the mean amplitude
of TEC variations over the territory (30–50�N; 235–245�E)
goes up as well (Fig. 1b,c, gray lines).

Such changes of TEC variations were caused by large-
scale solitary waves (Afraimovich and Voeykov, 2004).
They were originated in the auroral area and traveled
southwestward with the propagation azimuth of about
235� for a distance larger than 4000 km. The estimated
velocity of the wave was 1200 m/s and the relative ampli-
tude reached 14%.

It is obvious that the largest values of the amplitude of
SS TEC variations (2–10 min, Fig. 1c) were delayed in time
in comparison to those of LS TEC variations (20–60 min,
Fig. 1b). Since such small irregularities cannot propagate
through distance of more than 2–3 wavelengths (Francis,
1975), we can conclude that they were provoked by the
propagation of the intense LS waves.

We estimated that the mean time shift s between LS and
SS variations is a half an hour for both Northeastern (NE,
35–55�N; 260–280�E) and Southwestern (SW, 30–50�N;
235–245�E) regions of North America (Table 1, lines 1
and 2). At that, maximum correlation coefficients qmax

between LS and SS data series are 1.0 for the NE region
and 0.79 for the SW region.



Table 1
Correlation coefficients and time shift between LS and SS data series
observed over the territory of North America for the period from 29 to 31
October 2003

Data series Data series qmax s, (h)

LS (NE) SS (NE) 1.0 0.5
LS (SW) SS (SW) 0.79 0.5
LS (NE) LS (SW) 0.97 1.0
SS (NE) SS (SW) 0.7 1.0

Fig. 4. Power spectra of TEC variations averaged over the southwestern
part of North America (a) and Western Europe (b), before (thin curves)
and after (thick curves) arriving of the LS AGW on 29 October 2003.
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Besides, we calculated relative time delay of LS TEC
variations in the considered NE and SW regions. As one
can see from Table 1 (lines 3), the amplitude of LS waves
in the southwestern part of North America reached its
maximum 1 h after the maximum value of amplitude in
northeastern region. Correlation coefficient between the
variations is 0.97. For the SS waves, since they followed
LS waves, time delay is also 1.0 h ; whereas maximum cor-
relation coefficient is 0.7 (Table 1, line 4).

Fig. 3 illustrates propagation of the LS AGW and
appearance of SS waves at the main phase of geomagnetic
storm on October, 29. TEC variations filtered in the range
of periods 20–60 min (gray lines) and 2–10 min (black lines)
recorded by GPS sites along the path of LS wave traveling
over the territory of North America are presented in Fig. 3
(a–e). Names of the sites and their coordinates are indi-
cated on the panels. One can see that while the LS solitary
wave propagated the amplitude of SS TEC variations
increased significantly. Similar phenomenon was observed
during the main phase of geomagnetic storm on October,
30, from 17 to 23 UT (Afraimovich et al., 2006).

We studied how the spectrum of TEC variations was
transformed at the south-western region of North America
Fig. 3. October 29, 2003. TEC variations dI(t) filtered in the range of periods 20
LS AGW traveling above the territories of North America (a–e) and Western
variations observed in the European region.
upon propagation of intense large-scale disturbance. The
method of calculation of the spectrum is described in details
in (Afraimovich et al., 2001). Fig. 4a shows the average
power spectrum log10ÆS2(F)æ of TEC variations for the
region (30–50�N; 235–265�E). During relatively undis-
turbed conditions from 15 to 17 UT on October, 29 the spec-
trum has ‘‘a knee’’ within the period 40 min (Fig. 4a, thin
curve). After the LS AGW arrives (19–21 UT), the entire
power spectrum rises by a factor of 10 (Fig. 4a, thick curve,
arrow A). At the same time, TEC variations spectra within
periods 2–10 min increases by a factor of 100 (arrow B).
4. Propagation of LS waves over the territory of Western

Europe

Above all, it should be noted that the territory of Wes-
tern Europe was in the local evening and then in the night
sectors during the main phase of the geomagnetic storm
–60 min (gray curves) and 2–10 min (black curves) along the trajectories of
Europe (f–j). Right Y-axes on panels (f–j) indicate the amplitudes of SS
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(18–23 UT on October 29). Therefore, ionospheric effects
are supposed to differ from the ones we observed over
North America (local noon and afternoon sectors at the
time of the maximum of disturbances).

Strong pulsations of geomagnetic field intensity (Fig. 2a)
caused significant increasing of the mean amplitude of TEC
variations over the territory (50–65�N; 0–50�E) within both
LS (20–60 min) and SS (2–10 min) range of periods (black
lines in Figs. 2b,c, respectively). But these values were 3–4
times less than the mean amplitude of TEC variations over
the North-American region (Figs. 1 b,c and Fig. 2 b, c).

We found out that LS wave propagated southward from
the auroral area with the azimuth 190� and with a velocity
1000 m/s. Its relative amplitude was 10%. However, in
comparison with the event in North America (Fig. 3a–e),
LS AGW in the European region did not provoke genera-
tion of high-amplitude SS waves, as one can see from
Fig. 3(a–e) and (f–j). The amplitude of SS waves did not
exceed 0.5 TECU that is 10 times less than the amplitude
of SS waves observed in North America (Fig. 3a–e).

Analysis of the power spectrum of TEC variations
shows the same results: SS part of the spectrum remains
almost unchangeable after 18 UT (Fig. 4b, thick curve,
arrow D), whereas LS part increases with time substantially
(Fig. 4b, arrow C).

5. Discussion and conclusion

During the strong magnetic storms on 29–30 October
2003 TEC perturbations with duration of about 40 min
appeared at mid-latitudes after significant alterations of
geomagnetic field intensity. Originated in the auroral area,
LS disturbances propagated with the azimuth of about
235� over North America and of about 190� over Western
Europe, with a velocity about 1400 m/s and 1000 m/s,
respectively. Relative amplitude of the observed irregulari-
ties amounted to 10–14%. Over the territory of North
America propagation of these LS AGW caused generation
of intensive SS waves with the amplitude about 5 TECU
whereas the amplitude of SS TEC variations observed over
the Western Europe was 10 times less.

It is known that arising and strengthening of SS waves
due to propagation of LS AGW depends on the amplitude
of the AGW and on its velocity. At the same time, iono-
sphere plasma gradients play an important part for insta-
bility evolution (Gelberg, 1977; Gershman et al., 1984;
Reid, 1973). We calculated the mean TEC gradient G(t)
in TECU per degree of latitude using data of vertical
TEC obtained by Jet Propulsion Laboratory of California
Institute of Technology (JPLG, http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/).
Fig. 1d and e shows temporal dependence of G(t) along the
territories: (35–55�N; 270�E) and (30–50�N; 250�E), respec-
tively. As one can see, the intensity of TEC variations
increases at the time of maximums of TEC gradients. How-
ever, while the value of G(t) in the northeastern region does
not exceed 1.8 TECU/�, it reaches 8.0 TECU/� in the
southwestern region. It should be noted that during geo-
magnetically quiet conditions the TEC gradient due to
solar terminator movements does not exceed 1 TECU/�.
The gradient at the European region during the main phase
of the geomagnetic storms on 29 and 30 October did not
reach 1.0 TECU/� (Fig. 2d).

Thus, the process of generation and intensification of
secondary SS waves due to LS AGW traveling depends
not only on the amplitude and velocity of the LS wave
but also on propagation medium: high density of the med-
ium and its steep gradients seriously raise probability of
generation of SS waves.
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